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Revised 9/26/222022 - 2023 Workshops

All classes will be held in Ontario at US Bank, 333 N. Euclid Avenue, unless otherwise noted.

2022
   
Oct. [dates TBD] Jennifer Riefenberg - Which Came First [a.k.a. Chicken] (mid Oct.)  BOTH ARE PILOTS; presented  
  Night on the Town [DMC floss or silk] (late Oct.)  virtually with Groups i.o. 
    Registration is closed for both.

Nov. 3 - 6 Toni Gerdes - Gertrude the Patchwork Giraffe (Thur. & Fri.);   Sign-up deadline Oct. 6, 2022 
  Kubota Kimono (Sat. & Sun.)  GHOSTS WELCOME

2023
   
Feb. 4 - 6 Nancy Cucci - December Dazzle sampler (Sat. - Mon.) GHOSTS WELCOME. Sign-up  
     deadline Dec. 7, 2022

Spring; TBD Sue Reed - Sampling Spectrum  Presented virtually with   
    Groups i.o.

Apr. 20 -23 Janet Z. Casey - Santa Balloon (Thur.); Punkinhead tree topper (Fri. ALL ARE PILOTS; 
  & Sat. a.m.); Falling Leaves [3 candles] (Sat. p.m. & Sun.)  NO GHOSTS

Sept. 23-25 Nancy Cucci - October Treats, a Halloween sampler GHOSTS WELCOME

Oct. 26-29 Toni Gerdes - Larry the Patchwork Lion (Thurs. & Fri.); Monet Kimono GHOSTS WELCOME
  (Sat. & Sun.) 

NOV. [dates TBD] Sue Reed - Four Square Diamonds Presented virtually with   
    Groups i.o.

GHOSTING

If you see a class you THINK you’d like to take, email me right away to put your name on the list as some fill almost 
immediately. You’re not obligated until I ask for confirmation and kit fee, which isn’t deposited until the workshop.

Ghosts pay the same as if attending in person. Two to three months before the class, I work the list. I’ll ask for kit fee deposit 
to reserve your space. Checks are not deposited until the class. When I get final teacher expenses and student count, I divide 
it and everyone pays the same. Your only additional amount would be postage to mail the kit after the class. Then I email 
everyone, asking for a check for the teaching fee, plus estimated postage to mail the kit after class. Again, the check is not 
deposited until the class date, unless I tell you differently.

Unless otherwise noted, any price quoted is the kit cost only and does NOT include each student’s share of the teaching fee. 
Teaching fees run about $35-45 per class, often less if we have ghosts. A recent three-day class was only $45 because we had 
many ghosts. That’s excellent when you consider the cost of taking it from a shop!

Some teachers don’t allow ghosts, especially if it’s a pilot class, but it never hurts to ask, and I put the note “no ghosts” on 
those I know aren’t allowed.

Pat Correz
egangcorre@aol.com

All images and descriptions are displayed with permission of the designers. Copyright restrictions apply. Images 
and descriptions may NOT be copied for other publication without permission of the copyright holders.
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Which Came First?
[a.k.a. Chicken]

by Jennifer Riefenberg

PILOT CLASS

The Talavera pottery of Mexico is bright and playful and often depicts animals in bright, bold 
colors of the summertime. Which Came First, a chicken, is one in a series inspired from the 
Talavera designs, along with Only Fish in the Sea, a March 2022 workshop. Which Came First 
includes an assortment of threads and stitches that make this a fun-to-stitch piece. Enjoy the 
patterns and colors as well as a little blackwork technique for the background. 

Dimensions: 7" x 8" stitched area with canvas size 10" x 12"

Kit fee: $110  
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PILOT CLASS

Night on the Town
by Jennifer Riefenberg

This design is one of a new series of charted designs celebrating and modifying the traditional 
samplers. The kit contains a variety of threads including metallics, cotton, silks, and wool, with 
an option to add more silks to replace the gray flosses. Night on the Town dresses things up in a 
dramatic and elegant design that feels like a special event. Come on out and enjoy the glittering 
evening!

Dimensions: 6" x 6" stitched area with canvas size 10" x 10"

Kit fee: $65 with DMC floss; $80 with silk
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GHOSTS WELCOME

tonigerdes@aol.com                719-207-0293                                         www.tonigerdes.com 

Gertrude the Patchwork Giraffe 
2021 ©All Rights Reserve

By Toni Gerdes 

 

Gertrude is a charming Patchwork Giraffe that explores many different stitches 
to create a happy addition to your needlework decorations. She is the second in a 
series of Patchwork animals; the first was Elliot the Patchwork Elephant. The 
whimsical feel of the colors make stitching on this canvas a dream. The stitches 
will include old favorites, as well as, a few surprises. The background will be a 
white on white Herringbone design worked diagonally in one corner and vertically 
for the rest of the background to enhance the giraffe’s fanciful personality. 
Design size is approximately 9” x 11”. Kit Fee: $150Student to bring 13 " x 15" stretcher bars.
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GHOSTS WELCOME

tonigerdes@aol.com 719-207-0293 www.tonigerdes.com 

Kubota Kimono 
 2021 ©All Rights Reserved 

By Toni Gerdes 

 

Inspired by the beautiful landscape art kimonos of Itchiku Kubota, the Kubota Kimono is the 
sixth in the Artist’s series of kimonos after The Wright Kimono, Mackintosh Rose Kimono, Klimt 
Kimono, O’Keeffe Kimono, & Starry Starry Night Kimono. The kimono features Japan’s Mt. Fuji 
in intricate embroidered detail. The stitches for this kimono are multi-layered stitches with 
detailed shading to create the feeling & depth of color of Kubota’s work. The design can be 
done as the original, a kimono, or as a rectangle (with some design changes by student). 
Design size is 8 ¼” x 11 ½”. Students to Bring: 12” x 16” Stretcher Bars & Usual stitching 
supplies. Kit Fee: $180
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December Dazzle
by Nancy Cucci

GHOSTS WELCOME

Sixth in the series of Seasonal Samplers,  December Dazzle is a sparkling collection of the 
reds, greens, and metallics that transform our everyday homes into Christmas wonderlands.  
Stitched on white congress cloth with metallic and cotton threads, this project includes a 
wide variety of decorative needlepoint stitches and techniques. The Yuletide prints, patterns, 
and textures are accented with #15 seed beads and delica beads as well as sew-on Swarovski 
crystals. The kit will include ample thread so that students will have opportunities to make 
their samplers their own.
Proficiency Level:  Intermediate    
Design Size:  8" x 10"   
Stretcher Bars Needed:  12" x 14"
Kit Contents:  Marked white congress cloth; instructions with color photo; all floss, metallics, overdyed silk, 
and beads to complete the project.    
Kit Fee:  $110
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Sampling Spectrum
by Sue Reed

VIRTUAL CLASS

This design uses the spectrum and thread blending to create a sampler based upon a French 
braided quilt. Various families of stitches are used in the two outer columns: primary colors 
use cross stitches, secondary colors use straight stitches, and tertiary colors use diagonal 
stitches. The middle column contains threads blended into twelve additional hues and worked 
in combinations of straight, cross, and diagonal. The beautiful Japanese braid stitch worked in 
Floche separates and frames the columns. The border is worked in padded satin and burden 
stitch. 
Proficiency Level: Advanced Intermediate
Design Size: 8.5" x 8.5" on 23/24 congress cloth cut to 12" x 12"
Kit cost: $130
Kit contents: Marked congress cloth, instruction booklet, Splendor silks, Floche, Kreinik #4 
braids
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PILOT CLASS;
NO GHOSTS

© Copyright 2022 by Janet Zickler Casey

1-Day Class
Kit Fee:  $75
Proficiency Level:  Basic Intermediate
Design Size:  6" x 4.5"
Stretcher Bar Sizes:  10" x 8"

Santa Balloon is the newest in a series of Santa ornaments that is loosely based on Polish glass Christmas 
ornaments. This ornament is stitched on 18-count white mono canvas with a variety of rich and sparkling 
threads including Very Velvet, Ribbon Floss, Splendor Silk, wool, Fuzzy Stuff, and Kreinik Metallics.  Stitches 
and techniques used include Basketweave, Nobuko, Kalem, Padded Satin, as well as Peyote Beading to create the 
beaded basket.. 

Kit includes:  All threads, beads, and attachments, line-drawn canvas, and instructions needed to complete the 
project.  

Student will supply:  10" x 8" stretcher bars as well as the usual stitching tools including light and magnification 
if necessary.
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© Copyright 2022 by Janet Zickler Casey

PILOT CLASS;
NO GHOSTS

2-Day Class
Kit Fee:  $275
Proficiency Level:  Intermediate
Design Size:  11" x 12"
Stretcher Bar Sizes: 11" x 16" and 16" x 16"

Punkinhead Tree Topper is a delightful addition to any Halloween Tree. This delightful finial is stitched 
on 18-count white mono canvas and includes a hat brim that makes it a fun 3-D ornament.  He is 
stitched in a combination of complex patterns and laid filling stitches with fun and funky threads 
including Neon Rays Plus, Very Velvet, Kreinik metallics, Fyre Werks, silk floss, Threadworx Overdyed 
Cotton and metallics, Silk Lamé Braid and Silk Lamé Plus, Flair, and Arctic Rays.  

Kit contains:  2 canvases with line-drawn design, all threads, beads, and attachments, needles, 
instruction booklet, and photo.

Students will supply:  2 sets of stretcher bars, the usual stitching tools, battery-operated light and 
magnification if needed.  
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© Copyright 2022 by Janet Zickler Casey

PILOT CLASS;
NO GHOSTS

2-Day Class
Kit Fee:  $245
Proficiency Level:  Intermediate
Design Size:  11" x 8", 11" x 6", 11" x 4"
Stretcher Bars:  16" x 13", 16" x 11", 16" x 9"

Falling Leaves is a trio of 3-D pillar candles that explore layered patterns to create beautiful decorative 
elements for your fall holiday table. Each candle is stitched and finished separately, but they are tied 
together with threads, patterns, and a rich color palette of rust, golds, and greens. The stitches include 
layered patterns, complex stitches, open stitches, and beaded embellishments done on black canvas in 
silks, Neon Rays, Silk Lamé Braid, Kreinik metallics, Fyre Werks, and Perle Coton.

Kit includes:  18-count black mono canvas, all threads and embellishments, needles, and instruction 
booklet with photo. 
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GHOSTS WELCOME

October Treats
by Nancy Cucci

Seventh in the series of Seasonal Samplers, October Treats is a collection of bright colors that gets us in the mood for 
fall and the fun of Halloween. Stitched on white congress cloth with metallic and cotton threads, this project includes 
a wide variety of decorative needlepoint stitches and techniques.  The bold prints, patterns, and textures are accented 
with #15 seed and Delica beads. The kit will include ample thread so that students will have the opportunity to make 
this sampler their own.

Proficiency Level:  Intermediate

Design Size:  8" x 10"  Overall Size:  12" x 14"

Kit Cost:  $110

Kit Contents:  Marked 12" x 14" white congress cloth, Kreiniks, solid and overdyed cotton floss, #15 seed and Delica 
beads, tapestry and beading needles, and instructions with color photo.   

Prework:  None
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GHOSTS WELCOME

Kit Fee: $185

Larry the Patchwork Lion 
2022 ©All Rights Reserved 

 
By Toni Gerdes 

 
 
Larry is a ferocious Patchwork Lion that explores many different stitches to create a happy 
addition to your needlework decorations. He is the third in a series of Patchwork animals; the 
first was Elliot the Patchwork Elephant followed by Gertrude the Patchwork Giraffe. The 
autumnal feel of the colors make stitching on this canvas a dream. The optional addition of a fun 
gold beaded crown and whiskers makes Larry the definite “King of the Jungle”. Several Rainbow 
Gallery metallics, Vineyard Silk, Treenways Silk Eyelash & Planet Earth Silks, along with beads & 
sequins will be used to create this charismatic design. The stitches will include old favorites, as 
well as a few surprises. The background will be a white-on-white diagonal pattern that 
emphasizes the corners of the design and enhance the lion’s strong personality. This is an 
intermediate level canvas embroidery design on 18 ct. white mono canvas that finishes to 
approximately 9” x 11”. 

tonigerdes@aol.com 719-207-0293 www.tonigerdes.com 

Student to bring 12 " x 16" stretcher bars.
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GHOSTS WELCOME

Kit Fee: $185Student to bring 13 " x 15" stretcher bars

tonigerdes@aol.com 719-207-0293 www.tonigerdes.com 

Monet Kimono 
 2022 ©All Rights Reserved 

By Toni Gerdes 

 

Inspired by the beautiful Impressionist paintings of Giverny by Claude Monet this is the 
seventh in the Artist’s series of kimonos following the previous kimonos: The Wright Kimono, 
Mackintosh Rose Kimono, Klimt Kimono, O’Keeffe Kimono, Starry Starry Night Kimono, and 
Kubota Kimono. This kimono feature the bridge at Giverny, France along with the peaceful lily 
pad pond and gardens that Monet painted many times. The use of painterly stitches for this 
beautiful landscape will be created with emphasis on shading with the bridge to be done in a 
Raised Stem Stitch technique. Using many different silks, with some added metallics for 
highlights will bring the light to this rendition of Monet’s work. This intermediate level design 
will be stitched on 18ct. white Mono canvas. The design can be done as the original, a kimono, or 
as a rectangle (with some design changes by student). Design size is approximately 8” x 11 ½”. 
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Four Square Diamonds
by Sue Reed

VIRTUAL CLASS

Patterns, stitches, and various threads create this challenging design of four squares containing 
diamonds of texture. The center crescent diamond is worked in hand-dyed and solid threads. Two 
background stitches in the squares subtly suggest another diamond shape. The softness of couched 
metallic braid and the patterns that border the diamonds continue on to frame the herringbone 
pattern.  This herringbone extends into the arms and is mirror-imaged for the square border. A quiet 
outer border of satin and shaded long-arm Greek cross completes this design.

Proficiency Level: Advanced Intermediate
Design Size: 8.75" x 8.75" line drawn design on #18 canvas cut to 13" x 13"
Kit Cost: $125.00
Kit Contents: Line-drawn canvas, instruction booklet, needles, all threads  which include Watercolours, 
silks (Pepper Pot, Splendor, Silk Lamé 18, Petite Silk Lamé) and Kreinik braids #4 and #12.

See color choices on next page.
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Color Choices for Four Square Diamonds:
1. “Bermuda Reef ” Watercolours: blue, green, shrimp (model)
2. “Early Fall” Watercolours: Sage, honey, salmon
3. “Turquoise Trail” Watercolours: dk. turquoise, green, rust
4. “Mountain Haze” Watercolours: purple, green, honey
5. “Kelsch” Watercolours: blue, red, soft gold


